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In this paper, we treat certain decimal fractions defined by Mahler and study 
approximations to these numbers by algebraic numbers of bounded egree. For this 
purpose, we give an estimate for the values of Mahler's function w d and of 
Koksma's function w*. As an application of our estimate, we can show, for 
example, that the irrationality measure of the decimal fraction 0.123456789101112... 
is 10. 9 1991 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let g ~> 2 be a positive integer. We write the real number 
dk 
-~ (dk~Z,O<~dk<g)  
k=l  
as O.d~dzd 3 ... (g). Further, for any positive integer n, we write the g-adic 
expression for n as (n)g. Hence (10)2 = 1010. We put 
M(g)  = 0.(1 )g (2)g (3)g ... (n)g ... (g). (1.1) 
In particular, M(10) = 0.123456789101112 .... 
In [3-1 (and in [4]),  Mahler proved the transcendency of M(g)  and 
obtained the following upper bound of the irrationality measure #(M(g) )  
of M(g):  
2g 2 
#(M(g) )<.g_  1 
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In this paper, we improve this result. To state our result, we recall the 
definition of Mahler's function w a and of Koksma's function w,~ (cf. 
Schneider 1-5 ]). 
For any polynomial P(x)~ Z[x] ,  we denote by deg P the degree of P(x), 
and by H(P) the height of P(x), i.e., the maximum of the absolute values 
of the coefficients of P(x). For any algebraic number ~ with minimal 
defining polynomial P(x), we put deg ~ = deg P and H(~)= H(P). 
Let ~o be any complex number. Then we define two functions wd(og, h) 
and w*(~o, h) by 
Wd(~O, h)= Min { l P(co)J ; P(x)~ Y[x],  deg P <~ d, 
H(P)<~h, and P(~o) -r 0 }, 
w*(~o, h) = Min {[o~-~l;  ~Q,  deg ~ ~< d, 
H(~)<~h, and r :/: a }, 
where Q is the field of all algebraic numbers. Further, we define Wa(Og) and 
w*(~o) by 
- log  Wd(~O, h) 
Wd(09 ) = lim sup 
h ~ ~ log h 
- log  hw * ( e), h) 
w*(~o) = lim sup 
h ~ ~ log h 
We have w*(o~)~< Wd(O~) for any de 1~ (see Schneider l-5, p. 74]). In the 
notation as above, the irrationality measure/~(o9) of co is defined by 
/~(o9) = wl(eg) + 1 = w*(~o) + 1. 
Then the main result of this paper is the following: 
THEOREM. Let M(g) be the real number defined by (1.1), and put 
i 2 do = 2 if g is even, 
-1  (1.2) 
-~ if g is odd. 
Then we have 
w*(M(g))= Wd(M(g))=g-- 1 for d= 1 ..... do, (1.3) 
and 
gd 
g - l<~w~(M(g) )<~wa(M(g) )<~- -  for d=do+ 1 ..... g -1 .  (1.4) 
g-d  
In particular, t~( M(g) ) =g holds for any integer g >>. 2. 
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TO prove this theorem, we give an estimate for the values of Wd and of 
w* in Section 2. And in Section 3, we prove the theorem. 
2. AN ESTIMATE FOR Wd((O ) AND W*((O) 
We give an estimate for the values of w d and of w*. This type of estimate 
is found in earlier papers, for example, in Alladi and Robinson [1 ] and 
Danilov [2] (but these papers only treat the rational or imaginary 
quadratic approximation). Our proof is similar to the proofs of the 
corresponding estimates in these papers and depends essentially on the 
argument used by Mahler in [3]. 
Our estimate is as follows: 
LEMMA 1. Let ~o be a real number. Let tp(n) be a function on ~ such that 
tp is a strictly increasing positive valued function tending to infinity, and such 
that there exists a positive number ~ satisfying 
~o(n+ 1) 
lira sup - -  -6  < ~.  (2.1) 
Let E > 1 and Q > 1 be real numbers with E > Qd- ! for some positive integer 
d. Suppose that there exists a sequence of rational numbers {p,/q,},~ N such 
that p, and qn > 0 are relatively prime integers and satisfy 
qn=Q ~~176 and Iq,~o-P, I  =E-~~176 (2.2) 
as n --* oo. Then we have 
logE<w~(~o)<<Wd(~O)<~Max(logE 6dlogQ ) 
log Q "~ \ log Q' log(E/Q d- l )  9 
(2.3) 
It is useful to specialize this estimate in the following manner: 
Let ~ be a real number which satisfies all the assumptions of the lemma. 
Suppose that E and r are given by 
E=Qg 1 and ~o(n) = g" (2.4) 
for some integer g~>2, and define do by (1.2). Then we have 
and 
w*(~)  = w,,(~o)= g -  1 
g - 1 ~< w*(~)  ~< wd(~o) ~< - -  
fo r  d= l ..... do, (2.5) 
gd 
for d=do+ 1 ..... g -1 .  (2.6) 
g-d  
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In this case, we have (log E)/log Q =g-  1 and (6 log Q)/log(E/Q d l) = 
g/(g-d). Hence (2.5) and (2.6) follow from (2.3) because g - I  >_- 
gd/(g-d) holds if and only if 1 <.d<<.d o. 
Proof of Lemma 1. First we prove the lower bound of w*(o9) in (2.3). 
By the assumption (2.2), we have 
] P_~, E/ logQ) ( l+o( l ) )  l o9 _ = q~ ~log 
Hence we obtain (log E)/log Q ~< w*(o9). 
Next we prove the upper bound of Wd(Og) in (2.3). We may assume 
without loss of generality that 0 < o9 < 1 and 0 <pn < q. for all n ~ M. Let 
e be any positive number. Let P(x) be a polynomial in 7/[x] with deg P ~< d 
and H(P)<~ h. We assume P(x) is factorized in 7/I-x] as follows: 
P(x)=Q(x) f i  P.,(x), Q(p./q.)#O (n~) ,  
i=1  
P.,(x) = q.~x-p.~ (ni~ [~), (2.7) 
where n i may be equal to n~ even if i#j. To obtain a lower bound of 
I P(og)l, we may assume that h is sufficiently large. Put P,,(x) = q,,x-p, for 
any n E ~. By the assumption (2.2), there is a natural number no such that 
[ P,(og)l > q~-~log E:og e)O +~ for any integer n ~> n0. (2.8) 
On the other hand, since P,(og)4-0, there is a natural number ho such that 
I P,,(og)l > ho ~ for any integer n < no. (2.9) 
It follows from (2.8) and (2.9) that 
I P,~(og)l > a --( log E/log Q)(I  + e) _~., ho ~ ( i=  1 .... , m). (2.10) 
Now we obtain a lower bound of I Q(og)f. Let Co be the positive number 
defined by 
co=Max o9-P2  . 
nEl%l q. 
For any real number x with log -x l~ < Co, we have 
IQ(og)-Q(x~176 I,-,ol ~< c0Max ~-xdQ(t) 
<<.d2i_i(Q){Max(l, co)}a l I og -xo l  
=ClH(Q)lw- Xol, (2.11) 
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where cl=d2{Max(1, Co)} d-~. We note that el is independent of 
H= H(Q). By the assumption of the lemma, we can take a positive integer 
n = n(H) satisfying 
c lH iq , ,~_p, ,  I > ~q,l 1 d, (2.12) 
but 
1_1 d (2.13) ClH I qn+ 1 ~ -P ,+ 1 [ <~ ~q,+ 1" 
Then, by (2.11) and (2.13), we obtain 
[ Q(~o)[ >~ [Q(p, + 1/q,+ 1)[ - I Q(co) - Q(p,+ 1/q,+ 1)1 
-d  ~q,,+l ClHlq,,+loj_p,,+ll -1 
- -  qn+l 
~.. 1 -a~o~,+1)~1+o~1)) (2.14) 
Hence, by (2.2), (2.12), and (1.1), we have 
log H 
tp(n)<~iog(E/Qd_l) (1 + o(1)) 
and 
~o(n+ 1) 
- -~<6(1  + o(1)) (2.15) 
q~(n) 
as n=n(H)--* ~.  It follows from (2.14) and (2.15) that there exists an 
integer h l such that 
[Q(~o)[ >H(Q)  ~dlo~Q:og~E/Q~-'))~l+~J for H(Q)>>-hl. (2.16) 
Let A(x)~7/[x]  be any polynomial such that degA~<d and 
A(p,/q,)  ~ 0 for all n e 1~. Then, we obtain A(~o)4:0 by applying (2.16) to 
Q(x)=hA(x)  for a sufficiently large integer h. Hence we can define the 
positive number Cz by 
C 2 = Min {I A(oJ)] ; A(x) ~ 7/Ix], deg A <~ d, H(A) <~ hi, 
and A(p, /q , )#O for anyn~}.  
Let h2 be an integer such that 
c2>h2 ~. (2.17) 
Then, by (2.16) and (2.17), we have 
I Q(oJ)[ > H(Q) -O~al~176 '))~l +~)hf~. (2.18) 
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Put 
( logE  6dlogQ ) 
/a = Max \log Q' log(E/Q d 1) 9 
Then, by (2.7), (2.10), and (2.18), we have 
IP(o~)l > {H(Q) Iadl~176 +~)h~} ho (d 11~. 
x f i  H(P,,) -clog E/log Q){I + e) 
i=1 
> H(Q) H(P,,) 
i=1  
for any h e ~ with h >~ Max(ho, hi, h2). Since h >>. c3H(Q) [I'['= ~ H(P , )  with 
a positive constant c3 depending only on d, we have 
I P(oJ)l > c4h-aU(1 + ~) ae, 
where c4 is a positive constant which is independent of h. This shows 
Wd(CO) ~< #, and the lemma is proved. 
3. PROOF OF THE THEOREM 
By Mahler [4], we can express 
M(g) - (g -  1 )2 u,, g e., 
where 
Put 
g2, _ gn + 1 g2n + 1 _ g, + 1 
U n - -  (g"-- 1) z (g"+l--  1)2 ' 
E ,= (1 +2g+ 3g2+ ... +ng"- l ) (g  - 1). 
D, ,=(g-1)2(g2-1)2 . . . (g" - l )  2, B , ,=D, ,+lg  E", 
A , ,=B, , ( (gg l ,  2 Z ukg Ek), and Rn= 
k=l  
Then Bn(>0) and An are integers and satisfy 
A n 
M(g) Rn. 
Bn 
k=n+l  
Uk g Ek 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
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By [4], we have an estimate 
R.~(g-  1)g e .+ l -1  =g-E.+l(l+o(1)) (3.5) 
for n ~ ~.  Now we put A./B.  =p./q. ,  where q. (>0)  and p.  are relatively 
prime integers. Further we denote by d. the G.C.M. of A. and B.. We 
apply Lemma 1 in Section 2 to M(g) and {p. /q .} .~.  
First we study the asymptotic behavior of q. as n tends to infinity. By 
(3.2) and (3.3), we can write 
An=B,, )2 E ukg -Ek -gn+ecn, 
k=l  
where Cn E 2z is prime to g and e = 0 or 1 according as g ~> 3 or g = 2. Then 
we have dn ~< D, + 1 gn. Hence we can show 
qn= g E"(l +~ (3.6) 
Next, by (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and by the fact that E.+f fE .~g as n~ ~,  
we have 
[q. M(g) -p .  [ = q.R.  = ge.(l + o(1)) x g e.+,(1 + o(1)) 
=g-(g  l)En(l+o(1)) (3.7) 
Put 
Q=g, E=g g-l, tp(n)=E. .  
Then, we deduce (1.3) and (1.4) from (2.5) and (2.6) because we have (3.6) 
and (3.7). In particular, by (1.3), ~(M(g))=g holds for any g~>3. But 
unfortunately, if g = 2, we can only obtain 2 ~< #(M(2))~< 3 by (2.6). So we 
must prove/~(M(2)) = 2 to complete the proof of the theorem. 
We assume g = 2. Then, by (3.1) and (3.2), we have 
where 
Put 
Bn 
M(2) = 2 - 
A =(2 ._1)z (2 .+~ 1)z2(. ~)z.-., 
B .=2 3" -  3 • 2"-1 +2 "+ l -  1. 
e )=2-M(2)= ~ B. 
n=l  An'  
It is sufficient o prove that the irrationality measure of co is 2. 
(3.8) 
641/37/2-9 
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Now we generalize our situation and prove the following lemma: 
LEMMA 2. Let {A,,}n ~ be a strictly increasing sequence Of positive 
integers and { B,, },,~ ~ be a sequence of  positive integers. Put 
S,, = (A,,+ 1/B~+ ~)/(A,,/B~) 2 
for n ~ ~, and denote by d~ the denominator of  S,,. Further we put 
tt  
D,,= Iq d,2; ' 
v=O 
for n ~ ~, where d o = B 1 . Assume the following conditions: 
(i) S, >t 2 holds for any sufficiently large n; 
- -  1 +o(1)  (ii) An+ I - A ,  and B ,= A~ as n ~ oo; and 
(iii) D~= A ~ as n--+ oo. 
Then, the irrationality measure of  the number 
r ~ Bn 
n= l An 
is 2. 
We claim that conditions (i)-(iii) of the lemma are satisfied by the 
sequences {An}n~ ~ and {Bn}nE~ denoted by (3.8). Indeed we can easily 
verify that (i) and (ii) are satisfied. Also we can show 
n log An ~ c5n2 and log D, < c6 2n, 
where c5 and c 6 are positive constants which are independent of n. Hence 
(iii) is satisfied. Thus we can apply the lemma to ~o. Hence we have proved 
that the irrationality measure of 09 is 2. 
The proof of the lemma depends on an argument of Shallit [6]. He 
showed how to obtain the simple continued fraction expansions for the 
numbers defined by 
S(u, oo) = ~ u "~"~ 
n=l  
(u ~> 2, an integer). 
where {c(n)}n~ is a sequence of positive integers such that 
c(n + 1)/> 2c(n) for all sufficiently large n. 
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For our purpose, we state his result: 
Let ~ = [ao; a~ ..... an] be a continued fraction whose components av are 
all real numbers and av>0 for 1 <~v<~n. We define p'~ and q'~ (O<~v<~n) as 
usual by 
p'o=ao, q'o = 1; P'l =aoa l  + 1, q'l =a l ;  
(3.9) 
P'v=avp'v-l+P',, 2, q'~.=avq'~ l+q'v 2 
for 2 ~< v ~< n. Let s be any non-zero real number. If n is even, then we have 
and 
[ao ;a l  ..... an, s - 1, 1, an - 1, an_l ..... a l l  = ~ +- -  
1 
sq~2 (3.10) 
q'2n+ 2 = sq'n 2, (3.11 ) 
where the number q~,+2 is obtained by applying the recurrence formula 
(3.9) to the left side of (3.10). 
Remark. Shallit treated continued fractions whose components are 
integers, but his proof is valid for the continued fractions as stated above. 
Proof of Lemma 2. By condition (i) of the lemma, we may assume that 
Sn/> 2 for all n >~ 1. Because of a technical reason, we put co = co' + 1, and 
put 
co~= 1+ 
v=l my 
for k ~> 1. It is sufficient to prove that the irrationality measure of co is 2. 
By applying (3.10), we have col = [1; (A I /B I ) -  1, 1] and 
co2 = [1; (A I /B I ) -  1, 1, S 1 - -  1, 1, O, (A1/B1)-- 1] 
= [-1; (A I /B I ) - -  1, 1, 31 -  1, A1 /B1] ,  
Further, for k >~ 2, we have 
cok+l=[ -ao ;a l  ..... aer aer ae~k) 1 ..... al] (3.1'2) 
if 
cok = [-ao; al ..... aeCk)], 
where e(k) = 3 x 2 k-  1 _ 1. By the assumption for S~, all components of the 
right side of (3.12) are rational numbers not smaller than 1. Hence we 
obtain the following continued fraction expansions: 
co = [ao; al,  a2 ..... a ..... ], (3.13) 
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where a, >~ 1 are rational numbers, and the first e(k + 1 ) components of the 
right side of (3.13) are equal to the components of the right side of (3.12). 
As before, we define p', and q', (n ~> 0) from co by the recurrence formula 
(3.9). Then p', and q', are positive rational numbers and satisfy the 
following conditions: 
for n >~ 1 and 
q'.p'. 1--p',,q',,_l=(--1) n (3.14) 
1 [ p'. 1 
- - <  [co -~ < - -  (3.15) 
2q'~ +1 q', q,, q', +~ q',, 
for n/> 1. Further, by (3.10) and (3.11) and the definition of Sk, we have 
q'~r + 1) = Skq'~tk)= Ak + l/Bk + l (3.16) 
for k~> 1. 
We put p'./q', =p, /q , ,  where p, and q, are relatively prime integers. We 
want to apply Lemma 1 in Section 2 to co and {p, /q ,} ,~ N. Let n f> 3 be 
any positive integer. We choose k e [~ as e(k)<<, n < e(k + 1 ). We claim that 
q,=q'n 1+~ (3.17) 
and 
_..,l+otll and Iq .co-P. ]  q~l-otl) (3.18) q, + 1 - ~, = 
Indeed, by (3.14) and the definition of Dk, we have 
Dkq', >1 q, >t D;2q'~. (3.19) 
Further by (3.16) and the left side inequality of (3.19), we have 
Ak 
D ,>~ , >_ kq, ~" vkqe~k) ~ qe~) = B-~k" (3.20) 
Our claim (3.17) follows from (3.19), (3.20), and conditions (ii), (iii) of the 
lemma. By condition (ii) of the lemma and the definition of Sk+ 1, we have 
Sk  + 1 = A ~(1), and hence 
a m = A~r (1) (3.21) 
holds for all m with m~e(k+ 1). It follows from (3.19), (3.20), and (3.21) 
that 
q',+ 1 = q,1+ o(1) (3.22) 
Hence our claim (3.18) follows from (3.17), (3.22), and (3.15). 
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Now we apply Lemma 1 in Section 2 to o9 and { p. /q .  }. ~ ~. Let Q > 1 be 
any posit ive number .  We define the funct ion q~(n) by the equal i ty 
q ,= Q~O~.). Then,  ~o(n) is the strictly increasing positive valued funct ion 
satisfying q~(n + 1)/~o(n) ~ 1 as n ~ ~.  By (3.17) and (3.20), we obta in  
q =Q~.)~l+o~l)) and I q .o9 -P . I  =Q-~.)~l+o~l)). 
It follows from (2.3) that wl(o9 ) = 1, and hence the i rrat ional i ty measure of 
o9 is 2. This completes the proof  of the lemma. 
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